ACCESSORIES

LIFE IS FULL
OF OPTIONS
Honda genuine accessories have been designed
and built to the same exacting standards as every Honda.
So they are durable, safe, secure and guaranteed to fit.
All you need to do is choose what’s right for you.

ELEGANCE FLOOR CARPET MATS

RUNNING BOARDS

These elegant and comfortable fitted tufted
carpets have a black woven binding and
embroidered CR-V emblem.
Kit contains: front and rear mats.

Designed to fully integrate with the sleek
design of your CR-V and finished in aluminium
with black details.

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £135.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £780.00

BOOT TRAY

FRONT AND REAR MUD GUARDS

DETACHABLE TOW BAR

DOORSTEP GARNISHES

This waterproof anti-slip boot tray is perfectly
shaped to fit your car’s rear storage space and
will protect the boot from dirt and scratches.
It has raised edges and features the CR-V logo.

Protect your CR-V against dirt and stones
with these subtle mud flaps.
They’re a great long term protection feature.
Kit contains: front and rear mud guards.

With this detachable tow bar you don’t need
to compromise your CR-V’s styling if you’re
planning to tow a trailer. Comes complete
with a 13-pin trailer harness.

The doorstep garnishes add a personal touch
to your CR-V while protecting the door sills from
marks and scratches. Crafted in stainless steel,
they also have an eye-catching, etched CR-V logo.

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £130.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £170.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £750.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £215.00

CROSS BARS

DOG GUARD

BOOT STEP PROTECTOR

TAILGATE SPOILER

These cross bars comply with Honda’s
stringent safety requirements. They need
to be combined with roof rails and have a
maximum carrying capacity of 75kg.

Keep your pets safe by separating the rear
passenger area from the luggage compartment.
A must for those who have pets and fits perfectly
between the rear seat and the roof interior.

Constantly loading and unloading the boot
can cause annoying scratches; so protect
your CR-V’s bodywork with this neat boot
step protector.

Add an extra competitive and sporty edge
to the back of your CR-V with a floating style
tailgate spoiler.

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £360.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £330.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £185.00

NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £555.00

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and feature either petrol or hybrid models. Nationally Fitted Prices are correct at time of publication, but are subject to change. For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.

ACCESSORY PACKS
AERO PACK
The Aero Pack gives your CR-V a more sophisticated,
dynamic look with a combination of refined,
body-coloured features.
Pack contains: Front Aero Bumper, Rear Aero Bumper,
Running Boards and a Tailgate Spoiler.
NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £2,250.00

Images include 19" CR1901 alloy wheels. Sold separately.

STYLE PACK
The Style Pack is a colour-coded combination of lower
garnishes for the front, rear and side of the CR-V.
Pack contains: Front Lower Decoration, Rear Lower
Decoration and Side Lower Decorations in body
colour. Available for both Petrol and Hybrid engine
options.
NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £975.00

Images include 19" CR1901 alloy wheels. Sold separately.

PREMIUM PACK
The Premium Pack includes a range of practical
and stylish options specifically designed for
the CR-V.
Pack contains: Side Body Trims, Doorstep
Garnish, Elegance Floor Carpet Mats
and Front and Rear Mud Guards
NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £700.00
CARGO PACK
If you frequently transport luggage or specialised
equipment, the Cargo Pack will help keep it
organised and secure.
Pack contains: Premium Boot Organiser,
Boot Step Protector and Boot Sill Decorations.
NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £580.00
ILLUMINATION PACK
The Illumination Pack uses a combination of
lights to give an ambient atmosphere to the
inside of your CR-V.
Pack contains: Front Ambient Footlights and
Illuminated Doorstep Garnishes.
NATIONAL FITTED PRICE: £495.00
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Honda sources paper responsibly from manufacturers within the EU.
Please don’t bin me, pass me onto a friend or recycle me.

Images shown are for illustrative purposes only and feature either petrol or hybrid models. Nationally Fitted Prices are correct at time of publication, but are subject to change. For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.

